Missioncraft bed assembly parts:

4 cross anchors and anchor screws

4 anchor bolts and plastic tenon caps

4 wood domino tenons

Square drive screws for slats and joist hanger installation

2 joist hangers (4 for a king)
(use ¾” screws joist hanger and 1 ¼” for slats)
MISSIONCRAFT Bed assembly..
(your bed may only have 1 wooden tenon at end of each rail)

Step 1. Place cross anchor in rail

Step 2. Turn anchor bolt in leg and snap plastic tenon over bolt... then turn bolt so concave side of bolt is facing inside the bed.

Step 3. Place anchor screws in anchor.. do not tighten yet

Step 4. Connect bed rail to bed leg

Step 5. Tighten anchor screw with allen wrench